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Editorial 

There are three main features this month: the Flam Railway, the Fair at 

Centurion Society of Model Engineers and HO models of Transnet 

goods wagons.  

An opportunity to ride the Flam Railway in Norway enabled another item 
to be ticked off the bucket list but it also revealed an interesting 
prototype to model. Arising from space considerations, the modelling  
aspect will have to wait for a later edition of the North Star Chronicles. In 
this month’s newsletter the story of the railway will be told.  
The Flam Railway – Part 1 – The prototype 
The Flam Railway is the steepest standard gauge adhesion line in 
Europe with a maximum grade of 5.5% i.e. one in eighteen for nearly 
80% of its length. It is a 20.2 km long branch of the Oslo to Bergen line 
and drops approximately 860 metres from the mainline junction at 
Myrdal to virtually sea level at Flam on the Aurland fjord, a branch of the 
Sognefjord, the world’s longest. 
Construction started in 1924 and the line opened in 1940 some 4 
months after the German occupation of Norway. The reason the line 
took so long to build is because it features 20 tunnels (18 dug by hand) 
with a total length of 5692 metres. Progress digging those was painfully 
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slow (one of the tunnels is 1341.5 metres long. It was reckoned that on 
average it took a month for each navvie to dig I metre of tunnel.)  
Steam operation ceased in 1947, the line having been electrified in 1944 
following the construction of the hydro Kjosfossen Falls power station.  
There was speculation in the media in the late fifties and sixties about 
closing but fortunately these were silenced by the increase in passenger 
traffic which rose from around 115000 in 1969 to approximately 200000 
in 1989. Further increases followed which is just as well as freight 
operations ceased in 1992 and there was again speculation about the 
line’s future. In 2006 475033 passengers were carried. In 2013 the last 
year for which figures are available the total was 718195. The Flam 
Railway is obviously a major tourist attraction (the third most visited in 
Norway) and has been described as ‘one of the most beautiful lines in 
the world’ and ‘one of the top ten rail journeys in the world’, accolades 
the railway richly deserves. 
There is a comprehensive article on the Flam Railway in Wikipedia at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fl%C3%A5m_Line 
Map of the Flamsbana - Flam Railway Line 

 
The above map does not do justice to the line but it was the only one 
that could be found. 
Flam Station from the rear. Left building added for the museum. 
Middle two converted for museum. Building right is the shop. 
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Train in Flam station ready to depart. Building on right dwarfed by 
the cruise ship is the station/museum/shop complex. Far left 
behind loco is the engine shed 

 
Berekvam station just over half way from Flam to Myrdal – the only 
passing loop on the line 

 
In summer there can be 10 trains each way per day. In winter this drops 
to 4. Each coach (apart from the combine which accommodates luggage 
and bikes carries 100 people so a fully laden train – 6 coaches - can 
accommodate at least 500 passengers – 5000 people a day! We can 
only speculate what the George/Knysna line could do if re-established. 
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Kjosfossen falls – the source of water for the hydro electric power 
station which feeds the line 

 
Kjosfossen power station 
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Not a very good photo but 3 layers of railway 

 
Approaching Myrdal and look at the angle of the coaches! 
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Another view of Myrdal. Oslo to Bergen line in the background 

 
Turn right for Oslo 
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Rather down than up on a bike! 
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The very photogenic Rjoandefossen Falls -140 metre vertical drop 

 
The above photos do not do justice to the drama of the scenery and the 
obstacles encountered building the railway. It is recommended that the 
line be Googled on the internet to view some more and better images. 
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Motive power on the line 
The steam locos used for only a short time were replaced by class 64 
Railcars in 1944. In 1940 three E1 9s were ordered, custom built for the 
line. These were delivered in 1942 but there was a short delay in 
bringing them into service arising from the activities of the Norwegian 
Resistance. 
Some of the Flam line locos  

 
Preserved class E1 9 in the Flam museum 
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The class E1 9s were replaced by rebuilt class E11s in 1982 and E17 
locomotives in 1998.   
Class E 17 

 
The railway is currently operating with EL 18s (a modification of the 
Swiss Federal Railways RE460) built in 1997, on a push pull basis.  
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Report on the Gauge 45mm Group participation at the CSME Model 
Engineering Fair, September 2017 by Carel Janse van Rensburg 
After two successful indoor 45mm gauge events at Bakenkop Laerskool, 
our group was invited to participate at the Centurion Society of Model 
Engineers’ Model Engineering Fair. Some challenges immediately 
occurred, as at Bakenkop we had the luxury of a school hall with a level 
floor, shade and protection from rain and the security of an alarm system 
enabling trains to be left on the tracks overnight.                              
When we heard about David Cairns exhibiting at the Pietermaritzburg 
Model Engineering Society’s, Wings, Wheels and Whistles event during 
August 2017, we did not hesitate to join him in order to tap from his 
experience of running out doors. This proved to be valuable in knowing 
what to expect, and how to prepare for the Centurion event!                
Our setup was 18 meters by 6.5 meters, with two separate loops, each 
loop having an eleven meter side-line as parking and prep areas. We 
use LGB track, with the curves of 3 meter radius minimum, flexi-track, 
and R5 points in the station. The one line was controlled by a Marklin 
Central Station 3, and the other by a Massoth controller, allowing for 
DCC and Analogue trains on the same track.  
A big concern was the weather, either very hot direct African sunlight, or 
a sudden Highveld thunder storm. To protect the larger part of our 
modular system, made from MDF board, we sealed the modules with 
roof paint, and made additional modules from CCA treated decking 
wood. This worked well, as we had minor showers during the final night, 
with no major damage to the modules. We covered the layout as below 
with 8 3x3 meter gazebos, to provide shade to the trains and operators. 

Levelling the modules turned out to be the biggest challenge. We 
managed to drill 50mm holes in the grass with a normal wood-hole-saw, 
not destroying the landscape/grass, as only one small section was 
higher than the rest. Lowering one small section seamed more feasible, 
than raising the entire layout.                                                                
With all challenges being overcome, it was rewarding to share our hobby 
with an inquisitive public. The star of the run, was a model based on the 
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Gautrain with children running from afar, as they recognized it. I 
overheard several parents explaining to the young ones that was the 
train they were riding in a week or so before. 

 
It just confirmed the need for more South African models, like the class 
33 diesel of Simon van den Molen (below) converted from a LGB model 
that also made its public debut during the run.  

Watch this space, as some projects are underway all over the country. 
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Models of SAR wagons 
Starting in the seventies LIMA produced a good range for the SAR 
modeller but as LIMA went into liquidation in 2004 these have been out 
of production for a long time. Advances in materials handling and 
technology e.g. laser cutting and additive manufacturing (commonly 
referred to as 3D printing) have resulted in the gap left by LIMA being 
filled by a number of suppliers. Some examples of this are shown below. 
These laser cut SAR HO wagons were built by Owen Storbeck for Mike 
Deyzel’s East Coast Hobbies operation - Unit 2, 19 Coronation Rd 
Queensburgh. 
Contact details are website www.ech.co.za phone no 087 802 5103 
and e-mail address info@ech.co.za  
Ammonia nitrate wagon QCJ, cement FKD, hopper AZY, and two 
wood wagons, STLJ10 and STLJ12. 

 
And finally for all UK modellers a prototype itching to be replicated: 
https://youtu.be/ncJMAzl5vQM  
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